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Average American adult woman’s height:
63.7 inches

0.2 standard deviations taller = 
Half an inch (maybe perceptible)

0.5 standard deviations taller =
One and a quarter inches (clear difference in height)

How much is a STANDARD DEVIATION?
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Source: National Center for Health Statistics: http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/about/major/nhanes/Anthropometric%20Measures.htm
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Homework Study Conclusions

• The typical student, even in high school, does 
not spend more than an hour per day on 
homework.

• The homework load has not changed much 
since the 1980s.

• Students whose homework increased in the last 
decade are are those who previously had no 
homework and now have a small amount.

• Most parents feel the homework load is about 
right.



Recommendations

• Take anti-homework articles with a grain 
of salt.

• Follow the PTA guidelines on homework.
• Understand that homework varies.
• If a homework problem exists, solutions 

should come from parents and teachers, not 
policy interventions.
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CONCLUSIONS

• National achievement is rising, but at a slower pace than recently.
Gains in math exceed those in reading.  Younger students are showing
more improvement than older students.

• Test scores indicate that rural schools are doing better than the average
school.  Despite this fact, rural students are applying to college at a lower
rate when compared to urban and suburban students.

• Students are not overburdened with homework, and the homework load
has not changed much in the past twenty years.  Most parents are satisfied
with the current level of homework.

• Expertise may contribute to a charter school’s academic achievement.
In California, conversion charters perform as well as start-up charters,
despite serving a greater proportion of urban, poor, and non-white
children.  Nationally, charters managed by EMOs have made significantly
greater gains than non-EMO charter schools.
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